
 
Dear Parents, 
Greetings from AHPS, Chikhali
 

REPORT ON INTERHOUSE SKIT COMPETITION AT AHPS

“ Drama is an essential
activity- right from childhood.”

Skit, Dramatization is a unique tool to 
the potential as adiverse medium to enhance the cognitive, affective and motor development. A 
high degree of thinking, imagination and creativity aids in the development if dramatizing 
skills.  
Skit Competition – Comedy Skit with Moral Value 
AHPS, Chikhali,. It was an inter house activity. The activity was conducted in orderto enhance 
the imagination skills, powers of creative expression, linguistic skills of st
competition was greatly helpful and encouraging in boosting self
Comedy Skit with Moral Value-
unique manner. Motivators House presented “Importance of Educa
House presented “Eradication of Superstition”, Innovators House depicted “Save trees, Save 
Earth” while Achievers House presented “Dignity of Labour.” All topics were very well 
presented in a well-synchronized manner.
The children participated enthusiastically in the competition as they got an opportunity to 
showcase their talent in dramatization, linguistic skills and self
talent. 

Winners are: 
1st prize won by Motivators House
2nd prize won by Progressors House
3rd prize won byInnovators House &  Achiev

 

Best wishes 

PranitaMendsure 

Principal AHPS 
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essential form of behavior in all cultures, it is a fundamental
childhood.”   

Skit, Dramatization is a unique tool to explore and express human feeling. Dramatization has 
the potential as adiverse medium to enhance the cognitive, affective and motor development. A 
high degree of thinking, imagination and creativity aids in the development if dramatizing 

Comedy Skit with Moral Value was organized on 4th of September 2017, at 
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